










1. Who is an Indian?
… [an] Indian [indio] is a member of an indigenous community [comunidad indígena]. 
An indigenous community differs from mestizo communities in this country by virtue of 
its language, customs, internal organization, social situation and religious beliefs, in a 
word … its culture.1
This typical definition of the category “Indian” is from Alfonso Caso, head of the Mexi-
can National Indigenous Institute INI (Instituto Nacional Indigenista) in the 1950s. The 
central importance attributed to cultural criteria reflects the prevailing point of view 
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among Latin American anthropologists and social scientists in the mid-twentieth centu-
ry. Compared to earlier definitions, which stressed the pre-Hispanic origin of indigenous 
cultural traits, Caso’s attempt at clarification was an important advance: by pointing out 
that many of the traits considered “indigenous” today are by no means ancient but the 
result of the clash between the pre-Conquest indigenous people and the Iberians, he 
succeeded in introducing a historical perspective. He made clear that several costumes 
worn by Indians and regarded as typically “Indian” were indeed of European origin. This 
is true, for example, of the rebozo, a coloured woven shawl worn by indigenous women 
in Mesoamerica, the conical hat and wide woollen skirt so typical of peasant women in 
the Andes, or the knee breeches worn by men in the Guatemalan lowlands. Beyond this, 
many materials used in the production of Indian costumes today, such as sheep’s wool or 
synthetic dies, are of post-Conquest origin, as are a number of motifs employed in textile 
designs (e.g., chickens, horses, donkeys or sheep).2
Like most of his colleagues in Latin America, Caso was convinced that the indigenous 
communities were doomed to disappear in the course of modernization, that is, that they 
would acquire the cultural traits typical of white or mestizo villages. Consequently, the 
political aim of the INI and similar institutions in other Latin American countries in the 
first half of the twentieth century was to integrate the indigenous population through 
modernization, while preserving some of the “noble aspects of their ancient cultures”, 
such as arts and crafts.3
In fact, Caso did not provide a definition of the term “Indian” but (implicitly) referred 
to the members of indigenous language categories or ethnic communities as such, since 
common cultural traits could only be found for these groups. “Indian”, however, is mere-
ly a collective name that disregards the cultural and lifestyle differences of the people it 
refers to. The drawback of definitions such as Caso’s are obvious. They leave no room, for 
example, for inclusion of the growing number of Indians living in the cities or those who 
are well-educated and work as teachers, lawyers or technicians.4 Beyond this they neglect 
that the cultural differences between indigenous groups are frequently more significant 
than those to their direct mestizo neighbours.
The approach of many critical intellectuals to the Indian question in Latin America 
changed decisively at the beginning of the 1970s. They did not attempt to define who 
was or was not an “Indian” in terms of physical or cultural criteria, but considered “Indi-
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When we understand the Indian [indio] as the colonized, we consider him a historical 
phenomenon whose origin and persistence depend on the emergence and continuity of 
the colonial system. Thus, by necessity the category Indian includes its opposite – that of 
the colonizer. … The Indian does not exist as such but only as part of a contradictory 
dichotomy, whose overcoming – the liberation of the colonized – means the disappearance 
of the genuine Indian.5
Bonfil Batalla belonged to a circle of Latin American intellectuals who pleaded for the 
integration of the Indian struggle for liberation into the broader social conflicts and 
class struggles in Latin America. They assumed somewhat optimistically that Indians and 
the Latin American lower classes objectively had the same interests due to their shared 
economic exploitation and political marginalization, and that common political action 
would easily be possible. Hence, in spite of his otherwise detailed analysis of social dif-
ferentiation among the indigenous people, the anthropologist Stefano Varese concluded 
at the beginning of the 1970s “… that any heightening of [ethnic] group consciousness 
is accompanied by the intensification of class consciousness in Latin America today”.6 
While Bonfil was correct in stressing the colonial origin of the category “Indian”, he and 
his colleagues ignored the importance of social and economic differences among the 
indigenous populations. Beyond this they severely underrated objective economic and 
political contradictions between Indians and the non-Indian lower classes, e.g., the case 
of poor highland Indian colonists in the eastern slopes of the Andes who intrude into 
the hunting and gardening grounds of lowland groups, as well as the tenacity of racist 
attitudes widespread in all social classes in Latin America.
Compared to earlier ideas, however, conceiving the term “Indian” as an analytical cate-
gory and linking it to colonialism was a major advance. The miserable living conditions 
of most Indians were neither attributed to genetic peculiarities, as the social Darwinist 
theories of the nineteenth century had done, nor were they seen as the result of the fun-
damental backwardness rooted in the culture of indigenous peasants, as twentieth-cen-
tury modernization theory would have it. The approach of Bonfil and his colleagues, in 
contrast, focused attention on the relations of domination and exploitation under which 
most Indians had suffered since the Conquest.
Although the definitions of Caso and Bonfíl appear completely different at first glance, 
they share several commonalities. In both visions, the term Indian is defined ex negativo, 
i.e., not by what it is but by what it is not. Neither Caso nor Bonfil refer to the indig-
enous groups in their own right but regard as Indian what is different to the dominant 
national culture and society. In this view Indians are conceptualized as “the others” – as 
backward people standing in the way of modernization, or as exploited and oppressed 
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only one thing in common, namely, their shared position as colonized people.7 Deter-
mining the essential characteristics of “the Indians”, even in a positive evaluation, could 
be highly problematic, as evident in the sixteenth-century works of Fray Bartolomé de 
Las Casas, bishop of the diocese of Chiapas and renowned “defender of the Indians”, 
where the natives of America are described as follows:
They were very docile and extremely faithful … humble, patient, peace-loving and tran-
quil; squabble, discord and quarrel were unknown to them; they were even unaware that 
resentment, hate, discord or revengefulness existed.8
This idea of the “noble savage” has continued to appeal to many up to the present day. It 
is, however, merely the positive mirror image of opinions that depicted Indians as “bar-
barians” to justify the conquest of the Americas. Such was the case with López de Gó-
mara, secretary of Mexico’s conqueror Hernán Cortés, who characterized the American 
natives as polygamous homosexual idolaters with a predilection for regularly sacrificing 
humans and eating their flesh.9 Both views are equally misleading and strongly reflect 
European projections than the lived reality in the Americas.
2.   The diversity of Amerindian societies and cultures, and the attempts  
to destroy it
As is widely known, the American “Indians” owe their name to the error of the Genoese 
sailor Cristobal Colón (or Columbus), who was convinced of having discovered a new 
sea route to East India. He had in fact stumbled on a continent hitherto unknown to Eu-
ropeans. In a papal bull in 1537, Pope Paul III recognized that the natives of the Ameri-
cas were not just animals with the ability to speak but real humans. These “Indians”, as 
they were called by the conquerors, were far from homogeneous. They differed greatly 
with respect to language, mode of living and social organization and showed several dis-
similarities in terms of physical traits, such as skin colour or average height.10 Although 
statements about the number of Amerindians on the eve of the Conquest cannot be 
more than “informed guesses”11, the most probable estimates suggest that between 40 
and 80 million people were living in the Americas at the time, most of them south of 
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mately one hundred language families. More than two hundred languages are known for 
Mesoamerica alone, and Nahuatl, which is spoken in the central highlands of Mexico, 
subdivides into nineteen languages that are mutually incomprehensible.13
Mesoamerica in the north and the Andean highlands in the south were the most densely 
settled parts of Latin America in the late fifteenth century. Complex societies, such as 
the Inca and Aztec empires, each with several million subjects, had evolved there and 
were based on the intensive cultivation of corn, potatoes and other crops. These societies 
were characterized by urbanism and monumental architecture, class stratification (nobil-
ity, priesthood, artisans and peasants), and state religions that provided legitimacy for 
the complex systems of domination. The intermediate area comprising the West Indian 
Islands, Central America and the northern parts of South America was also densely in-
habited by people who were mostly organized in chiefdoms. In these mainly agricultural 
societies, centralized leadership and inequality in the form of ranking prevailed.14 Politi-
cal and social organization, however, proved to be less complex than in the core areas. 
Similar structures existed in the south and southeast of the Andes and on the fertile 
alluvial plains (varzeas) along the major streams of the Latin American lowlands, such 
as the Amazon and the Orinoco. The economy of the societies in these areas was based 
on hunting, fishing and the cultivation of manioc or other root crops apart from corn. 
Most of the Latin American lowlands (with the exception of the Yucatan Peninsula) 
were populated by often highly mobile people who combined hunting and fishing with 
gathering and gardening, and lived in relatively small groups with no central political 
authority.15
The differences among the native societies sketched above had significant consequences 
for the patterns of conquest and colonization in each region. Indigenous state societies 
were conquered in comparatively short periods. The Aztec empire of central Mexico, for 
example, fell after little more than two years (1519–21).16 The Spaniards ousted only the 
top imperial leaders from office, installing themselves at the apex of an existent, highly 
centralized, political hierarchy. The common population, mostly composed of peasants 
and their families, was accustomed to relinquishing parts of their surplus product and 
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lished institutions of government and exploitation. Although the enslavement of Indians 
played a major role during the Conquest and the initial years thereafter, it was soon 
replaced by other forms of tribute (e.g., encomienda) and forced labour (repartimiento, 
cuatequil, mita).17
The most vital sector of the colonial economy in Mexico and the Andes was the exploita-
tion of the silver deposits discovered in the mid-sixteenth century. Large estates (estan-
cias, haciendas) for breeding cattle, sheep and goats or growing European crops, such as 
wheat, for the colony’s domestic market began to develop in the seventeenth century and 
were mostly Spanish-owned. However, the indigenous population was not completely 
deprived of their lands, and native peasant communities remained an important sector 
of colonial society. Although obliged to provide labour and pay tribute to the Crown, 
they were granted rights to village lands and resources, and to a limited form of self-ad-
ministration by native officials. Hence the Indian communities functioned as producers 
of a surplus that could be appropriated by the Crown and the encomenderos, as a labour 
reservoir for the mines, haciendas, and other Spanish enterprises, and, at the same time, 
as a source of cheap foodstuffs and craft products.18 
Conquest and the subsequent establishment of colonial rule was more difficult in the 
case of less centralized native societies, where each chiefdom or village had to be con-
quered individually. The Iberians were confronted with the difficult task of fundamen-
tally changing, for example, existent patterns of authority, the division of labour and the 
distribution of surplus. Among many of the lowland tribes, stable leadership institutions 
had to be newly invented. The natives were frequently unwilling to work for others or 
hand over their products unless obliged to do so by force.19 Since gold and silver de-
posits (exploitable at that time) were either limited or non-existent, native inhabitants 
constituted the sole “commodity” of interest to Europeans.20 Slavery remained a key 
institution of colonial exploitation for a much longer period here than in the colonial 
core areas. This was especially true for the frontier regions and large areas that remained 
outside effective Spanish and Portuguese control, such as northern Mexico, parts of the 
7	 The	encomienda	in	its	“classic”	form	meant	the	privilege	granted	by	the	king	of	receiving	tribute	from	a	group	
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Amazonian lowlands, the pampas of Argentina and southern Chile. The native people 
here were subject to violent incursions of Spanish troops and slave raiders for the entire 
colonial period.21 Many of these regions were not conquered until the second half of the 
nineteenth century (e.g., southern Chile and Argentina as well as much of the Amazo-
nian lowlands), decades after the Latin American states had acquired their independence 
from Spain or Portugal.
Another form of slavery emerged on the West Indian Islands and the Brazilian coast. 
The West Indies was the first region in Latin America to be conquered by Europeans. 
During the initial decades after the arrival of Columbus, it was to experience Spanish 
colonialism in its most anarchic and violent form, which led to the total disappearance 
of the Indian population on the larger islands within a few generations.22 Tupi Guaraní-
speaking groups scattered along the Brazilian coastline met a similar fate. They were 
rapidly decimated by incursions and slave raids once Portuguese colonization had begun 
in earnest in 1533. The lack in both regions of a local native labour force stimulated slave 
raids in the hitherto unconquered adjacent areas. As a result, the Spanish began hunt-
ing slaves on the Lesser Antilles and in mainland Central America during the first half 
of the sixteenth century.23 In Nicaragua, for example, about 200,000 indigenous people 
were enslaved and sold to the Caribbean Islands, Panama or Peru in the first half of the 
sixteenth century alone.24
The enslavement of Indians was forbidden by the so-called New Laws (Nuevas Leyes) in 
the Spanish colonies in 1542 and in Brazil in 1570. However, this restriction did not 
apply to indigenous inhabitants in the frontier areas, should they refuse to acknowledge 
the supremacy of the Spanish or Portuguese Crowns.25 Continuing well into the eight-
eenth century, Portuguese slave raids proceeded along the Amazon and southwards into 
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of the developing plantation economies, so that African slaves had to be imported on a 
massive scale, especially to the Caribbean islands and Brazil.
To understand the conquest of Latin America and the establishment of colonial rule, it 
should be noted that far from being politically unified, the native population was divided 
into numerous different and frequently hostile group dominions. As is well known, the 
conquest of the large indigenous empires began in the early sixteenth century with the 
arrival of small numbers of Spaniards. Hernán Cortés began his campaign against the 
Aztec ruler in 1519 with only 519 men. Francisco Pizarro was accompanied by no more 
than 180 Spaniards when he landed in the far north of Peru in 1532. The Aztec (Mexica) 
and Inca empires, however, were not highly integrated or unified wholes. They were 
polities that had emerged from a cycle of conquests carried out by certain indigenous 
groups in the early fifteenth century. The result was a complex structure of political 
subjection and economic exploitation dominated by the Incas and the Aztecs. Hence, 
the Spanish conquerors were able to take advantage of existing contradictions. In both 
cases, the Spaniards happened on a situation of political turmoil. A full-scale civil war 
over succession to the leadership of the Inca empire raged in Peru, while the empire’s 
elite in Mexico was split as a result of power struggles between different factions. The 
indigenous groups and polities most recently conquered by the Aztec and Inca empires 
or threatened with submission at the time of the Conquest became the most important 
allies of the Spaniards.27
A similar pattern of Spanish or Portuguese and Indian alliances can be detected in many 
of the colonial frontier regions. In the coastal areas of Brazil, for example, several Tupi-
Guarani groups allied themselves in the course of the sixteenth century to the Portuguese 
or the French in order to obtain firearms and gain advantages in the recurrent wars 
with their traditional indigenous enemies.28 In Paraguay, the Guarani welcomed the first 
Europeans as allies in their defence against raids by the mounted Chaco Indians.29 In 
northern New Spain, Christianized Indians as well as Spanish missionaries and settlers 
were forced to defend themselves against incursions by the Apache and other nomadic 
groups.30 
Apart from that, indigenous groups were repeatedly involved in the Indian slave trade, 
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of the Latin American colonies from Spain in the first quarter of the nineteenth century. 
The massive spread of firearms in the lowlands led to an intensification and radicalization 
of violent conflicts within and among different indigenous groups. The desire to obtain 
guns or other manufactured goods, such as iron cooking pots or steel knives, fuelled the 
hunt for members of neighbouring indigenous settlements, who were than sold to Eu-
ropean slave traders. The demand for exotic goods in Europe led to a hitherto unknown 
expansion of headhunting among the Jívaro in Peru and Ecuador between the 1860s and 
1920s. Traders paid Jívaro warriors in the form of a gun for each shrunken head.32
The indigenous groups in Latin America differed socially and culturally, as did their 
specific role in the drama of conquest and colonization. However, all of them suffered 
– albeit to varying degrees – from a veritable demographic catastrophe that led to a 
reduction in their numbers of up to 90 per cent in many regions and to complete de-
population in others. Thus, the indigenous inhabitants on Hispaniola had already been 
exterminated in the middle of the sixteenth century. In Mexico and Central America, for 
example, the native population declined from 11-25 million on the eve of the Conquest 
to around 1.25 million in 1625. Population losses were apparently somewhat less severe 
in Peru.33 Although most deaths were caused by epidemics such as influenza or small 
pox, the warfare, forced labour and famines that resulted from the breakdown of pre-
colonial systems of production and distribution also played their part.34
3. Indians as colonial subjects
Spanish law defined “Indians” (indios) as a special social category (estate) to which one 
belonged by birth. Indians were subject to specific laws and decrees. They had to pay 
tribute to the Iberians and provide them with forced labour. Regarded as minors and 
wards of the Crown, they were forbidden to bear arms, ride horses, or dress like Span-
iards.35 However, the colonial order that developed in the sixteenth century did not rest 
purely on the domination of the indigenous population by a few Spanish soldiers and 
officials – as a dichotomic view such as that of Bonfil suggests. In reality, colonial rule 
depended to a crucial degree on precolonial traditions of social differentiation. Up to the 
late eighteenth century, the Spaniards did not have the resources to uphold their author-
ity with immediate military means or to secure the supply of native labour or tribute, 
even in the colonial core areas. Hence, for most of the colonial period, it was the native 
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The prerogatives of indigenous nobles were therefore respected and a share of their town’s 
tribute distributed accordingly. Native town councils had the task of collecting taxes and 
selecting men and women for labour drafts.36
Consequently, the different indigenous groups (e.g., in the core areas or marginal re-
gions) and social strata (nobility, artisans and peasantry) were affected quite differently 
by conquest and colonial rule. The major burden of the colonial system was placed on 
the Indian peasants, who made up the bulk of the indigenous population. They were 
legally obliged to pay tribute and provide forced labour.37 The privileges of the indig-
enous nobility, in contrast, were generally recognized by the Spanish Crown in Peru and 
Mexico up to the eighteenth century, and identified with the lower Spanish nobility 
(hidalgos). Many of the Indian noblemen were exempt from tribute, forced labour, and 
the legal prohibitions imposed on Indian commoners. They were permitted to carry a 
sword and dagger, and wear European dress. A number of noblemen were granted the 
title of don, and many were allowed to ride horses. A certain section of the Indian nobil-
ity owned large estates, while others amassed considerable wealth in commerce. On the 
whole, therefore, they were better off economically than many of the Spaniards. John 
Murra described the situation in colonial Peru as follows:
Many a highland lord found himself temporarily richer and more powerful than he had 
ever been; they took readily to horses, firearms, and silk hose. They also started plantations 
of European crops – vineyards or barley. Most of the internal, long-distance trade to the 
new mining centers was in their hands; they lent and borrowed money, employed Europe-
ans as clerks and artisans, mastered reading and writing and even court behavior.38
In the course of the eighteenth century, however, the political and economic magnitude 
of the indigenous elite declined considerably due to significant administrative changes 
(Bourbon reforms) aimed at establishing effective government structures. Among other 
things, the Indian caciques and village community governors lost control of public rev-
enue to Spanish officials. Since their judiciary functions were curtailed, they were re-
duced to mere tax collectors and largely robbed of political influence. In addition, village 
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4. Ethnic Mobility
As mentioned above, “Indians” were considered a legally defined social category (indios) 
among others (e.g., Spaniards and mestizos). However, the indigenous people themselves 
frequently rejected this ascription and employed their own categories in referring to 
themselves. In Central Mexico, for example, people used the Nahuatl word macehualli, 
which meant commoner or vassal.40 
Affiliation to the social categories of Spaniard, Indian, mestizo or mulato was held to 
be determined by descent or biological criteria. In reality, however, wealth and cultural 
adaptation occasionally permitted mobility into categories of higher status, so that a 
number of mestizos and Indians with sufficient property and language skills in Spanish, 
for example, were legally accepted as Spaniards.41 Some Indian artisans and tradesmen 
in the cities became quite prosperous. Many donned European dress and became cul-
turally Hispanicized to such a degree that by the end of the colonial period they were 
indistinguishable from Spaniards or mestizos. Phenotypic clues to differentiate between 
the various groups in colonial society had always been quite unreliable and even lost in 
significance when miscegenation between Iberians and Amerindians became widespread 
in the course of the colonial period. A Mexican decree indicates that the category of 
Spaniard frequently encompassed a broad range of individuals. It orders that all non-
Indians in the villages, as well as people with no sign of African descent, be defined as 
Spaniards and treated as such.42
Status symbols such as descent, phenotype, occupation and wealth were distributed in-
consistently, making ascription of legal and social status difficult. Solutions to the prob-
lem varied with the locality and the time period. On the other hand, status category as-
signment was never solely determined by ascriptive criteria such as descent.43 Moreover, 
assignment to a specific status category in censuses and in baptism and marriage records 
was often highly inconsistent and could change several times in the course of someone’s 
lifetime. McCaa, for example, discovered that in the late eighteenth century in a com-
munity in northern Mexico, the assignment of the groom or, in most cases, of the bride 
was altered in half the marriages between individuals of different status categories in 
order to reduce social distance in marriage records. Patricia Seed establishes a relation-
ship between assignation to a status category (“racial term”) and occupation and wealth 
in eighteenth-century Mexico City. She argues that racial terms were cognitive labels at-
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sion of labour and the cognitive system of racial labels coincided, the level of agreement 
on social race was high; where they diverged, i.e., when specific economic tasks were not 
associated with racial labels, there was little agreement.44 McAlister aptly summarizes the 
situation as follows:
Thus, in fact and in law, ‘white’ or ‘Spaniard’ was practically coextensive with gente 
de casta limpia [people of pure blood], a category which included not only persons of 
pure Spanish origin but mestizos and castizos [descendants of a Spaniard and a mestiza] 
who were of legitimate descent, free from the taint of Negro blood, and who ‘lived like 
Spaniards’. The distinguishing feature of the castes [e.g., mestizos or mulattoes] was il-
legitimate descent or the suspicion of it and the possession of Negro blood or the suspicion 
of such a taint because of illegitimacy. … In regard to the Indian group, it was composed 
of ethnic Indians and mestizos who were culturally Indian.45
In the course of the colonial period, the mestizo group expanded enormously as a result 
of the miscegenation of people of different ancestry as well as the cultural Hispaniciza-
tion of large parts of the indigenous population. After independence, in particular, the 
indigenous nobility and urban artisans and tradesmen dissolved into the mestizo popu-
lation. Wealth differences among the Indian village population decreased. The category 
“Indian” became a term used more and more by urbanites and elites to refer to the poor, 
uneducated and supposedly backward population in the countryside. In the nineteenth 
century, racism became the leading ideology and postcolonial progress-oriented elites 
came to view “the Indians” as the quintessence of “barbarism”. Such views have survived 
up to the present day.
Independence from Spain was not accompanied by the self-rule of a hitherto colonized 
people but domination by a new elite of American-born Spaniards (Creoles) in the 
emerging Latin American states. The wars of independence were essentially conservative 
movements intended to prevent major social change. While Indians in the core areas 
were freed from colonial legal restrictions, they had to face new and intensified assaults 
on their communal lands, propelled by expanding capitalist agriculture. Those laws of 
the Spanish Crown that had provided at least some protection of indigenous land rights 
in the colonial period were confined or abrogated. Thus, the nineteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries were characterized not by less but more collective violence than during 
most other periods in the colonial era. The expansion of haciendas and plantations, and 
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large-scale Indian peasant rebellions all over Latin America.47 Beyond this, the independ-
ent Latin American states conquered the remaining Indian refuge areas, annihilating the 
last vestiges of native autonomy and decimating, sometimes even exterminating, entire 
indigenous groups.48 Hence, the nineteenth century can be considered the “second con-
quest” period.
5. The Redefintion of “Indian” in the twentieth century
In the mid-twentieth century Alfonso Caso expected Indians to be completely assimi-
lated and thus dissolve into the national (mestizo) population in the course of “moderni-
zation”. However, this did not occur. An empirical study carried out in 1979 found that 
the indigenous population of Latin America had more than doubled from 1961 (13.1 
million) to 1978 (28.5 million) and would probably increase to around 42 million by 
the mid-1990s.49 A survey of recent demographic trends among lowland indigenous 
groups in Latin America suggests that after severe population declines in the first half of 
the twentieth century, these groups have experienced a remarkably rapid growth since 
the 1980s. The authors conclude: “After a painful historic decline, Latin America’s self-
identified indigenous lowland peoples are now witnessing an overall profound popula-
tion expansion driven by high fertility and falling mortality rates.”50 Quite interestingly, 
these populations are very young and fertility rates considerably higher than among 
contemporaneous non-indigenous rural women.51 Hence, indigenous populations may 
increase, not merely in absolute numbers but also, at least in some countries, in relative 
numerical weight.
Parallel to this demographic recovery, numerous indigenous movements and organiza-
tions have emerged in most Latin American countries, especially since the 1970s.52 This 
organizational growth on the local, regional, national and international planes can be 
primarily attributed to two processes: 1. Capitalist expansion in many Latin American 
countries to the rural peripheries, particularly the critical development of land tenure 
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change in Indian sub-societies, which has, at least in part, been produced by public de-
velopment policies since the 1950s.
The decline in living conditions in many of the rural regions of Latin America, both In-
dian and non-Indian, have been widely documented. The same holds true for the attack 
on Indian land rights by capitalist enterprises seeking to exploit oil, wood, minerals or 
other resources in these territories, and by both cattle ranchers and poor, landless mestizo 
peasants, who are pushing the agrarian frontier into Indian areas.53 Therefore, the issues 
of land tenure and the right to natural resources are central demands of almost all Indian 
organizations. I will not dwell further on this topic at this point but instead turn to the 
second of the above-mentioned processes, i.e., social change.
Since the 1950s many Latin American governments and international institutions have 
introduced development policies aimed at integrating marginal, frequently Indian, regi-
ons and their inhabitants into the capitalist economy, and additionally assimilating them 
into the national culture. The language and culture of the various Indian groups were 
seen as “barriers to integration” that had to be overcome. National and international 
organizations launched numerous projects, using a strategy that was quite modern at the 
time, i.e., “community development”. Members of the alleged “backward” communities 
were themselves expected to become the carriers of “modernization”. Education played 
a key role in this concept, the intention of which was to change the value system of the 
local population. Thus, a multitude of “cultural promoters”, health workers and rural 
teachers were trained as “agents of change” within their communities.54 Several figures 
illustrate the dimensions of this new social group within the Indian population. The 
number of bilingual teachers and cultural promoters in Mexico increased from appro-
ximately 3,400 in 1970 to more than 30,000 in the early 1990s and almost 49,000 in 
the year 2000. This represents an increase of more than 1,400 per cent in merely thirty 
years.55 
It is an irony of history that precisely this group, created to promote assimilation, has 
become one of the most vital forces in the emerging Indian movements all over Latin 
America. Development policies in Latin America after the 1950s initially provided new 
53	 See,	for	example,	R.	Cardoso	de	Oliveira,	La	politización	de	la	identidad	y	el	movimiento	indígena,	in:	J.	Alcina	
Frauch	(ed.),	Indianismo	e	indigenismo	en	América,	990,	pp.	45-6;	N.	Figueiredo,	La	última	frontera	de	los	
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opportunities for upward social mobility, such as education, professional training and 
jobs for a growing number of Indians. However, it did not take long for Indian teachers, 
cultural promoters, university students and nurses, for example, to recognize that the 
confines of social mobility were extremely narrow. They were rarely able to compete 
successfully with whites or mestizos for the desired middle or high-level positions. Not 
only was their training frequently of a lesser quality, but more significantly here, they 
met with the open contempt and discrimination of the national majority. Now mindful 
that assimilation was not always possible, the Indians became aware that belonging to a 
minority was important.
When individual social mobility becomes difficult or even impossible, attempts to reach 
collective social change will inevitably occur.56 Thus, the rise of Indian movements can 
be seen, in part, as an expression of Indian elite ambitions for social advancement. The 
demand of Indian movements for bilingual education, for instance, cannot be compre-
hended simply as an attempt to preserve Indian languages. It should also be seen as a 
means of securing jobs for Indian bilingual teachers who can (in contrast to their non-
Indian colleagues) teach in the native idiom.
To enable the mobilization of large parts of the Indian population, the interests of the 
elite in social advancement must be linked to key problems of the rural masses (usually 
the protection of land rights). The demand for political autonomy and Indian territories 
is a case in point. Its fulfilment would offer suitable positions for educated Indians and 
at the same time solve the land problems of the rural Indian population.
The indigenous elite needs the Indian masses as a potential power base if it is to succeed 
in regulating its (quite particular) interests, just as the rural natives require the elite to 
effectively articulate their demands. The latter depend on the elite to translate their po-
litical activities into forms that are acceptable to the dominant “western” culture, such 
as peasant unions, co-operatives or Indian organizations with associational structures. 
Beyond that, an organizational connection between the different local communities is 
necessary to focus, structure and channel the discontent felt in isolation.57 Hence the 
elite can contribute to solving the structural problems of organization in rural popula-
tions, such as the lack of communication and co-ordination due to scattered settlement 
patterns. The rhetoric of Indian organizations emphasizes issues such as language, culture 
and tradition, since it needs to unify people of different social standing and, at least par-
tially, divergent interests. However, what unites the different sectors of Indian groupings 
apart from the above-mentioned functional necessities is the attitude of the dominant 
sectors of Latin American societies, which even today is more often than not one of 
contempt and discrimination.
56	 See,	for	example,	H	Tajfel,	Human	Groups	and	Social	Categories,	Cambridge	98,	pp.	38-53,	3-35.
57	 See	 the	 theoretic	 considerations	 in	 J.	 Raschke,	 Soziale	 Bewegungen:	 Ein	 historisch-systematischer	 Grundriß,	
Frankfurt	a.	M./New	York	988,	pp.	4-8,	46-47,	59-60	and	 J.	Rothschild,	Ethnopolitics.	A	Conceptual	
Framework,	New	York	98,	pp.	7-30.
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Indigenous movements have also begun to counter discrimination on the ideological 
plane by revaluating the term “Indian” (indio), hitherto defined almost exclusively in 
negative terms. Following the example of the US civil rights movement in the 1960s, 
they strive to make the category a positive symbol with which all indigenous people can 
identify, remaining differences and conflicts notwithstanding. In this sense, the term 
“Indian” is no longer seen as a foreign category imposed by the Iberian colonialists but is 
filled with a new content independent of colonial domination. Indigenous movements 
invoke tradition, language and culture in their discourse, celebrating a world view with 
a high degree of spirituality, a peaceful relationship to nature and a strong ideal of com-
munalism supposedly shared by all Indian groups. In contrast to “the West”, with its de-
struction of nature, exploitation, egoism and alienation, they invoke the myth of a pan-
American Indian personality characterized by solidarity, respect, honesty and love.58
There can be no doubt that the social and economic situation of the majority of Latin 
America’s indigenous population is critical and discrimination still widespread. Thus, 
independent organizations in a position to articulate their legitimate demands are of 
crucial importance. These organizations have to face immense challenges. They have 
the arduous task of establishing communication and relationships with the indigenous 
populations, most of whom still live dispersed throughout the remote areas of the Lat-
in American states. Furthermore, they frequently have to bridge existing conflicts and 
contradictions between indigenous populations (e.g., highland and lowland Indians in 
South America). However, acknowledging the need for indigenous organizations should 
not induce us to romanticize them. Neither the indigenous people in their entirety nor 
single language groups or communities are always of the same opinion or share the same 
interests. Social and political relations among the indigenous groups are neither more 
nor less harmonious than among other groups, and the notion that Indian organizations 
always represent to perfection the interests of “their people”, a mere projection. If there-
fore we support indigenous organizations, we invariably decide to foster a specific politi-
cal project and not the “general will” of an Indian people. The “noble savage” remains 
what it has always been – a product of our imagination.
58	 Cf.,	for	example,	G.	Bonfil	Batalla,	Utopía	y	Revolución.	El	Pensamiento	Político	contemporáneo	de	los	Indios	en	
América	Latina,	México	98,	pp.	35-44	and	passim.
